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Abstract

Vaccines represent preventative interventions amenable to immunogenetic prediction

of how human variability will influence their safety and efficacy. The genetic polymor-

phism among individuals within any population can render possible that the immu-

nity elicited by a vaccine is variable in length and strength. The same immune chal-

lenge (virus and/or vaccine) could provoke partial, complete or even failed protection

for some individuals treated under the same conditions. We review genetic variants

and mechanistic relationships among chemokines, chemokine receptors, interleukins,

interferons, interferon receptors, toll-like receptors, histocompatibility antigens, var-

ious immunoglobulins and major histocompatibility complex antigens. These are the

targets for variation among macrophages, dendritic cells, natural killer cells, T- and B-

lymphocytes, and complement. The technology platforms (mRNA, viral vectors, pro-

teins) utilized to produce vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 infections may each trigger

genetically distinct immune reactogenic profiles. With DNA biobanking and immuno-

profiling of recipients, global COVID-19 vaccinations could launch a newera of person-

alized healthcare.
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INTRODUCTION

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2),

the virus causing COVID-19 (Coronavirus Disease 2019), is the new

entity in an ecosystem of several airborne respiratory viruses such

as influenza virus, Rhinovirus and Respiratory Syncytial Virus among

others. Being hosts of this diverse virome is the reality of our daily

life.[1,2] At an unprecedented speed, studies to develop COVID-

19 vaccines were conducted, propelled by the current coronavirus

crisis worldwide. Three vaccines were given an emergency use of

approval (EUA) by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) due

to their favorable balance of reactogenicity and immunogenicity pro-

file as well as no serious safety concerns observed to date. The vac-

cine candidates approved by the FDA are the Pfizer/BioNTech SE

(BNT162b2) Moderna (mRNA-1273) and the Johnson and Johnson

(Ad26.COV2.S)with∼95%,∼94.5%and65%of effectiveness in protec-

tion, respectively.[3–5]

As of this date, COVID-19 vaccines from Novavax (NVX-CoV2373)

and AstraZeneca (ChAdOx1), among others, are under final Phase III

trials, or have already been approved in other countries.[6,7] Accord-

ing to the World Health Organization (WHO), there are up to fifty-

one vaccines in clinical trials, and many more in a pre-clinical stage

of assessment.[8] Although the mRNA-based coronavirus vaccines,

approved by the FDA, appear to be safe and help trigger an immune

response in most of the individuals who have been enrolled so far in

the trials, there are still a few who might face some adverse reactions
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or even a failure in protection.[9] However, this might also raise the

question ofwhether everyonewill benefit from this or any other future

COVID-19 vaccine under development

The key behind any vaccine effectiveness relies on its capacity

to induce both neutralizing antibodies and T-cells response that can

fight any pathogen, in this case the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Unlike the

passive immunization, the success of a vaccine-induced immuniza-

tion is influenced by several individual parameters that regulate our

immune response.[10–12] Studies have demonstrated that 5–10% and

2–10% of healthy individuals that went through standard immu-

nization of Hepatitis B and Measles failed to produce an immune

response[1,13] exemplifying the singularity of our very own immune

system response to vaccination. A multifactorial hypothesis needs to

be postulated, and one of the elements that need to be included as

part of the equation are the host genetic variations since they have

been reported to be one of the main factors for the variable vaccine

responsiveness.[12]

The genetic variability among individuals within any given popula-

tion can make possible that the immunity elicited to a determined vac-

cine is variable, meaning that the same viral insult or challenge (either

in the form of a vaccine or the virus itself) will result in many different

responses. Thus, the response heterogeneity could provoke that a vac-

cine can either elicit partial, complete, or even fail to protect individu-

als treated under the same conditions.We know that approximately 5–

10% of vaccines fail to induce long-term antibody protective levels,[14]

a phenomenon that has been associated with the role of genetic fac-

tors in vaccine response. In this article, we will review and explore

advances inourunderstandingof SARS-CoV-2andourbody’s response

to infection, with emphasis on genomics features, as well as how these

findings can impact the development of effective vaccines against

COVID-19.

UNDERSTANDING THE IMMUNE SYSTEM

To understand the host-pathogen relationship it is necessary to appre-

ciate how our immune system functions and the evasion strategies

those pathogens have developed. The immune system possesses two

arms that coexist and complement each other: the innate immune

system and the adaptive immune system. The first line of defense

against microbial invading pathogens is the innate immune system.

The innate immune system is activated when the pattern-recognition

receptors (PRRs) existing within immune cells detect conserved struc-

tures on pathogens termed pathogen-associated molecular patterns

(PAMPs).[15] The prototype of PRRs are the Toll-like receptors (TLRs)

(see Box 1), which are expressed on different immune cells including

macrophages (MO), dendritic cells (DCs) and natural killer cells (NK).

The innate immunity is nonspecific, rapid, short, and lacks memory.

By contrast, the activation and priming of an adaptive system relies

on specific recognition of antigenic epitopes, a process that develops

more slowly but retains memory and capacity to develop anamnestic

recall for effector cells. Nevertheless, SARS-Cov-2 is effectively evad-

ing the innate immune response associated with the type 1 and 2 IFN

Box 1: Toll Like Receptors (TLR)

Human TLRs comprise 10 members (TLR1-TLR10), which

localize to the cell surface or to intracellular compartment

such as endosome. Each TLR recognize distinct or over-

lapping PAMPs such as lipids, nucleic acid or lipoprotein.

Upon TLRs recognize PAMPs, TLRs recruit adaptor proteins

such as MyD88 and TRIF, which initiate a complex signal

transduction pathway that culminate in the activation of

the nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB), IRF or MAP kinases to reg-

ulate the expression of cytokines, chemokines and Type-

I interferon (IFN-I) that protect the host from microbial

infection

Box 2: Complement System

The complement system is formed by a large number of

serum proteins that remain in circulation in inactive form

(zymogen form). The complement system can be activated

through different pathways, which although differ in the

molecules that promote the initiation, converge to generate

the same set of effector molecules. The classical way of com-

plement activation is effective at late phaseof infection in the

presence of antibodies and thereby is part of host’s defense

during adaptive immunity.

therefore delaying the priming and activation of the adaptive immune

response risking a severe COVID-19 illness.[16–18] This deviation may

be linked to some immunosuppressive phenotypes that inhibit a proper

antigen presentation.[19]

The protagonists of the adaptive immunity are lymphocytes B

and T (B-cells and T-cells) although ultimately the cells that carry

out the clearance and destruction of microbial agents are the cells

of innate immunity. The messengers among all cells of innate and

adaptive immunity belong to a large family of proteins called cytokines.

The complement system (see Box 2) is another component of the

immune system, which enhances the ability of phagocytic cells and

antibodies secreted by B-cells to uptake and destroy pathogens. Thus,

the complement system participates in both arms of the immune

system. Table 1 lists some of these potential candidates of clinical

relevance. Individual variation in the genes that are involved in the

HLA recognition between T-cells and antigen presenting cells or in

the complement cascade may alter the host response to pathogens.

Understanding the role and the importance of the adaptive immune

response in the clearance of the SARS-CoV-2 virus and its immune

memory generated is crucial for the success of all COVID-19 vaccines.
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TABLE 1 List of potential relevant markers for immune response

Marker Natural defense

BY55 Natural killer cell receptor, immunoglobulin

superfamily member

CCR2 Chemokine C-Cmotif receptor 2

CCR5 Chemokine C-Cmotif receptor 5

CCR6 Chemokine C-Cmotif receptor 6

CD7 CD7 antigen p41

CD8A, CD8B1 CD8 antigen, alpha polypeptide and beta

polypeptide 1

GNLY Granulysin

HLA-A, -C,

-E, -G

Major histocompatibility complex (class I, A, C, E,

and G)

IFNB1 Interferon, beta 1, fibroblast

IFNG Interferon gamma

INFAR1 Interferon (alpha, beta, and omega) receptor 1

IFNGR2 Interferon gamma receptor 2

IL-12A Interleukin 12A, natural killer cell stimulatory factor

1, cytotoxic lymphocytematuration factor 1, p35

IL-12B Interleukin 12B natural killer cell stimulatory factor

2, cytotoxic lymphocytematuration factor 2, p40

ITGB1 Integrin, beta 1 fibronectin receptor, beta

polypeptide, antigen CD29 includesMDF2,

MSK12

KIR2DL4 Killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptor, two

domains, long cytoplasmic tail, 4

KLRC3 Killer cell lectin-like receptor subfamily C, member 3

LGALS3BP Lectin, galactoside-binding, soluble, 3 binding

protein

LILRB4 Leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor, subfamily

Bwith TM and ITIM domains, member 4

MICB MHC class I polypeptide-related sequence B

PRFl perforin 1

TCRA, TCRB T-cell antigen receptor, alpha and beta subunits

GZMA, GZMB—granzyme A and B

TNFRSF6 Tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily,

member 6 (Fas)

MACROPHAGES AND DCs : THE LINK BETWEEN
INNATE AND ADAPTIVE IMMUNITY

Dendritic cells and MO are phagocytic cells also known as polymor-

phonuclear leukocytes. DCs are the prototype of sentinels’ cells. They

are the first cells responsible to sense and capture microbes and pro-

cess microbial antigens to effectively present these antigens to naive

T-cells within lymphoid tissues. During their migration to lymphoid tis-

sues DCs undergo extensive stimulus-dependent irreversible differen-

tiation, a process termed “maturation,” which influence the type of dif-

ferentiation (Th1 or Th2) that undergoes the CD4+ T-cells. [3,20,21]

Thus, DCs allow a link between the two arms of immune response

(innate and adaptive) and play key roles in the T-cell mediated immu-

nity. This seems to be critical for some COVID-19 vaccines, as a strong

cellular response mediated by CD4+ T- and CD8+T-cells) elicited by

Pfizer/BioNTechSE (BNT162b2)hasbeen reported in clinical trials.[22]

ACTIVATION AND MATURATION OF T- AND
B-CELLS: A CRITICAL STEP IN ANTIBODY
PRODUCTION

T and B-cells are lymphocytes involved in adaptive immunity. T-cells

are responsible for cell-mediated immunity and B-cells are responsi-

ble for antibody-mediated immunity. The successful activation and dif-

ferentiation of naive T-cells occur only if three signals are present:

1) interaction with the antigenic peptides presented by the antigen-

presenting cells by the human leukocyte antigen (HLA)molecule, 2) the

presence of stimulatory signals involved in binding of CD80 and CD86

molecules on the surfaceof antigen-presenting cells (APC) to theCD28

receptor on the T-cells, and 3) the secretion of cytokines that regu-

late the immune response.[23] Depending on the nature of antigen, and

the activation status of APCs, the T-cell can differentiate to CD4+ T or

CD8+ T subsets. If the T cell expresses CD4, it is differentiated into T-

helper cell (Th), which produces cytokines and stimulates the produc-

tion of antibodies from B cells . When the MO or DCs secrete IL-12,

IL-18, type-1 IFN-α and IFN-β, the T-cell is differentiated towards Th1,
which secrete IFNg, IL-2, IL-10, and TNF.[24] These cytokines enhance

the microbicidal action of macrophages leading phagocytosis and

destruction of invading pathogens. The differentiation of CD4+ T-cells

to Th2 is generated by anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-4, IL-25,

IL-33 secreted by mast cells and eosinophils, which are important for

induction and development of humoral (antibody) immune responses.

Naive T-cells that express CD8 develop their effector functions

converting into cytotoxic T lymphocyte that can attack and destroy

cells infected with viruses. Cytotoxic T cells also produce IFN-γ and
TNFα, which play roles t in the defense against viral infections.[24]

Depending on the nature of antigen encountered memory T-cells

(Tm) can be either CD4- or CD8 T-cell type. Memory T-cells cells are

antigen-specific T-cells that remain long-term after an infection has

been eliminated. Upon re-exposure to the specific invading pathogen

that has occurred, Tm-cells are quickly converted into large numbers

of effector T- cells; thus, providing a rapid immune response to rein-

fections. Current COVID-19 vaccines seem to elicit both, antibody

and cellular antiviral immune responses characterized by strong

production of CD4+ Th1 and CD8+T cell-mediated responses. [22]

B-cells participate in the humoral adaptive immune system and are

responsible formediating theproductionof antigen-specific antibodies

against invading pathogens . B-cells originate in the bone marrow and

after the encounterwith thepathogenmigrates to the spleen andother

lymphoid organs where they mature and differentiate into immuno-

competent antibody producer cells. Direct binding of the microbial

antigen to receptors on its surface causes cell division and prolifera-

tion. Some stimulatedB-cells become plasma cells, which produce anti-

bodies and others become in long-life memory B-cells, which can be

stimulated later and differentiate into plasma cells.
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F IGURE 1 The influence of the host genetics on the SARS-CoV-2 infection and COVID-19 severity susceptibility. In a population, many
individuals may carry different single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in different genes. Individuals that carry specific polymorphisms near or in
genes that codify for TYK2, DPP9, IFNAR2, CCR2 or carry the HLA-B*46:01 are believe to bemore susceptible to develop severe COVID-19
symptoms. In contrast individuals that carry the HLA-B*15:03 are believe have amore protective phenotype and unlikely will develop severe
COVID-19 symptoms. Individuals may have different variants in their ACE2 and TMPRSS2 receptors, the twomain receptors that the SARS-CoV-2
virus use to infect the host. These variants may increase the immune response variability between individuals therefore it may affect the efficacy
of both treatments and vaccines

HUMAN LEUKOCYTE ANTIGEN (HLA)
POLYMORPHISMS AND INDIVIDUAL VACCINE
EFFICACY

The immune system is diverse, with person- to- person variability,

and the mosaic of human leukocyte antigens (HLA) is the best exam-

ple of its human polymorphism. Humans have different allelic ver-

sions of the HLA genes, and certain variants at these loci encode

for cell receptors that can bind less reliably to some viral peptides

and blunt the immune system’s normal defenses against the virus in

vulnerable patients. Based on prior predictions, the receptor binding

domain (RBD) subunit appears to have no MHC class II peptides dis-

played in ∼15% of the worldwide population, ranging from 0.8% in

self-reported Whites to 37% for Asians.[25] Notably, such a predicted

uncovered population for RBD with no peptide-MHC hits might be

reduced to 0% (MHC class I) and 0.31% (MHC class II) by consid-

ering some computed sets of augmentation peptides encompassing

all filtered peptides from SARS-CoV-2, according to computer-aided

predictions.[26]

Following a genomic combinatorial approach, MIT’s OptiVax and

EvalVax programs evaluate a host of possible combinations of com-

mon alleles (e.g., HLA haplotypes) in each ancestry group to find the

most likely combo to design a vaccine with better coverage in every

single population. The two algorithms work in tandem in a feedback

loop, but EvalVax takes relevant population data from different indi-

viduals across the three main ancestry groups to feed the beam search

that OptiVax conducts over peptide-receptor pairs (i.e., by mapping

the immune response to the unique biochemistry of each popula-

tion by genetic ancestral status), and therefore ensure population

coverage.[26]

SPECIFIC HLA GENETIC VARIATIONS AND DISEASE
IMPLICATIONS

Significant differences among HLA alleles can define the suscepti-

bility for a disease or the effectiveness of a vaccine. Studies have

been conducted to investigate the HLA genetic variation and the

immune response towards the SARS-CoV-2 (Figure 1). These studies

have demonstrated that HLA-B*15:03 have a high capacity for pre-

senting peptides suggesting that this allele may be widely protective

and could enable a cross-protective T-cell based immunity, whereas

the HLA-B* 46:01 was found to bind to fewer peptides of the SARS-

CoV-2, suggesting that persons who hold this allele may produce a

weak immune response therefore developing severe symptoms.[27]

The HLA-B*46:01 was previously predicted as a susceptibility marker

of SARS-CoV and associated with its severity in Asian populations.[28]

These findings provide a means of identifying individuals at risk of

developing life-threateningCOVID-19 and ensuring their enrolment in

vaccine trials.

Different genetic factors or risk loci, mostly related to key host

antiviral defense mechanisms and mediators of inflammation, have

been reported since the beginning of the pandemic.[29,30] Among them,

a gene cluster on chromosome 3 inherited from Neanderthals has

been identified as a potential predictor a COVID-19 severity.[31] Like-

wise, some novel GWAS significant hits on chr12q24.13 (rs10735079,
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p = 1.6 × 10–8) in a gene cluster encoding antiviral restriction enzyme

activators (OAS1-3); on chr19p13.2-3 (rs2109069, p= 2.3 × 10–12 and

rs2109069, p = 3.9 × 10–12) near the gene encoding tyrosine kinase

2 (TYK2) and within the gene encoding dipeptidyl peptidase 9 (DPP9),

respectively, as well as on chr21q22.1 (rs2236757, p = 5 × 10–8) in

the interferon receptor gene (IFNAR2) and the monocyte/macrophage

chemotactic receptor (CCR2), have also been postulated as potential

predictors of critical illness caused by COVID-19.[32]

Notably, a significant number of patients with severe COVID-19

carried rare genetic variants in 13 genes known to be critical in the

body’s defense against influenza virus, and more than 3.5% were com-

pletely missing a functioning gene to produce any detectable type

I interferons (IFNs) in response to SARS-CoV-2.[33] A recent report

by Bastard and co-workers from the COVID Human Genetic Effort

found that neutralizing autoantibodies against type I IFNsmight under-

lie some critical COVID-19 cases (∼10%) by impairing the binding to

their receptors and the activation of the downstream responsive path-

way (IFN-stimulated genes).[34,35] Indeed, B cell autoimmune pheno-

copy of inborn errors of type I IFN immunity seems to account for

life-threatening COVID-19 events (e.g., pneumonia) in up to 12.5%

patients, mostly men. Consequently, adaptive autoimmunity might be

able to impair innate and intrinsic antiviral immunity in these patients.

SARS-CoV-2 PROTEIN MUTATIONS AND VACCINE
EFFICACY

Mutations in the ACE2 and the TMPRSS2, the primary and the sec-

ond host proteins involved in the SARS-CoV-2 infection have been

identified.[36] Benetti et al. identified 33 ACE2 variations in approxi-

mately 7000 Italian persons, with one of the variations (N720D) being

adjacent to the TMPRSS2 cleavage site and three other mutations:

W69C, L351V and P389H were estimated to cause conformational

changes altering the interactions with the receptor binding domains

(RBD) of the S glycoprotein.[36] Recent reports of mutations in the

spike S-protein of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, and the corresponding recep-

tor binding domains (RBD). New SARS-CoV-2 genetic variants have

been identified. The firstmutation describedwas identified in the early

months of the pandemic and was a mutation located in the 614 amino

acid position of the Spike protein.[10] Three other variants have been

identified, one in South Africa designated B.1.351 or 501Y.V2,[10,11,31]

one in theUnitedKingdom, designated asB.1.1.7 or 501Y.V1.[10,11] and

one in Brazil designated as P-1.[11] The B.1.1.7 variant has caused con-

cern since it demonstrates to be more transmissible.[10,11,18] Although

these significantmutations in the spike protein have not proven to crit-

ically affect the efficacy of the vaccine, it is possible that further muta-

tions canenhance the capacity of the virus to evade the immune system

therefore reducing the effectiveness of the vaccines.

The rare vaccine-elicited disease enhancement could be an example

of this kind of immunity errors when already vaccinated subjects

encounter circulating SARS-CoV-2 viruses. Such an event invariably

involves antibody-mediated immune “aberrant” mechanisms from

direct antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) to immune complex

formation by antibodies, albeit accompanied by various coordinated

cellular responses such as Th2 T-cell skewing.[37] It is like to the clinical

course of COVID-19 patients, in whom severe COVID-19 disease

is associated with the development of abnormal anti-SARS-CoV-2

serum antibodies, with titers correlating directly with the severity

of disease.[38,39] Like the risk of some idiosyncratic systemic adverse

events, a genetic trigger might certainly be involved in these episodes

of vaccine-elicited disease worsening. However, ADE is usually

linked to viruses attacking macrophages such as dengue and Zika

viruses.

POPULATION DIVERSITY AND RELATIONSHIPS TO
VACCINE EFFICACY

BNT162b2 and mRNA-1273 COVID-19 vaccines are based on mes-

senger RNA (mRNA) technology. mRNA vaccines consist of a single-

stranded RNA encoding key virus proteins. In the case of SARS-CoV-2

vaccine mRNA contains the transcript for proteins that help viruses to

infect cells. Once injected, cells receive mRNA and use it as a template

tomake viral proteins. These proteins trigger T- andB-cells, which acti-

vate, and B-cells produce antibodies. If a person gets exposed to SARS-

CoV-2 the T-cells as well as the antibodies will recognize the proteins

on the virus, which helps the immune system to detect and destroy the

virus before it causes illness. A safe and effective mRNA vaccine for

COVID-19 is the first of its kind with an authorization granted since

such a technology has yet to be used for an approved vaccine.

Using machine learning (ML)-assisted in silico prediction modeling,

researchers from theMassachusetts Institute of Technology suggested

that COVID-19 vaccines developed by Moderna, Pfizer, AstraZeneca

and others, may not protect individuals of non-European genetic back-

grounds (e.g., African or Asian descent) as well as they are expected to

do for white people.[25,40] According to these authors, individuals of

mostly African or Asian ancestry seemed to have on average a slightly

increased risk of vaccine ineffectiveness. It is likely a consequence of

the lack of a sufficiently diverse set of viral particles within the vac-

cine preparation to stimulate the immune response at the same level

across all individuals from different populations. Indeed, depending

on their genetic makeup, current vaccines could leave gaps in popu-

lation coverage. However, recently released data and publications on

the BNT162b2 and AZD1222 vaccine clinical trials suggest a certain

degree of diversity. For BNT162b2, 26% participants self-identified as

Hispanicswere enrolledwhereas participants fromBrazil, SouthAfrica

and UK populations were enrolled in the AZD1222 trial.[41,42]

Concerning the development of novel vaccines for the prevention

of COVID-19, the NIH-Wide Strategic Plan for COVID-19 Research

stated on page 19, Objective 4.1, that it is paramount to make efforts

for ensuring the participation of a broad range of populations in clin-

ical testing, including high-risk groups as a major priority. Accord-

ingly, efficacy studies are designed to also include more genetically

diverse underserved populations along with older individuals, people

with comorbidities, and other high-risk groups, as earlier described in

the NIAID Strategic Plan for COVID-19 Research.[43]
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The genetic variability among individuals within any given popula-

tion can make possible that the immunity elicited to a determined vac-

cine is variable, meaning that the same viral insult or challenge (either

in the form of a vaccine or the virus itself) will result in many different

responses. Thus, the response heterogeneity could provoke that a vac-

cine caneither elicit partial, complete, or even fail to protect individuals

treated under the same conditions. We know that approximately, 5 to

10% of vaccines fail to induce long-term antibody protective levels,[26]

a phenomenon that has been associated with the role of genetic fac-

tors in vaccine response. For example, twins’ studies have revealed

variations of 89%, 39% and 46% in the IgG antibody titers elicited by

individuals vaccinated againstmeasles, mumps, and rubella vaccines.59

Moreover, high heritability (40–70%) has been also observed in oral

polio, tetanus, diphtheria, and hepatitis B vaccines.[44] Since these vari-

ations have been observed in vaccines that have been used world-

wide for dozens of years, we can expect to see them in the vaccines

against SARS-CoV-2 in development. Based on immunogenicity find-

ings from conducted clinical trials, higher doses of the COVID-19 vac-

cinemight be necessary to elicit optimal protection in thosewith lower

antigen-binding IgG and virus-neutralizing responses due to a weak-

ened immune system.[45]

We still do not knowhow long immunity lasts, orwhether these vac-

cines can only prevent the illness or also prevent the infection. To these

questions are also added the fact that this is the first time that mRNA

vaccines could be authorized and there are no previous experiences on

how to produce, preserve and distribute it on a huge scale a vaccine of

this type without affecting their stability.

REACTOGENIC TRIGGERS FROM VACCINE
DELIVERY VECTORS

The variety of technology platforms (mRNA, viral vectors, protein)

utilized currently to produce vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 infections

may each also trigger genetically distinct immune reactogenic profiles

against chemical or genetic components of the product.

Lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) are the vectors used for RNA delivery of

BNT162b2 and mRNA-1273 vaccines.[46,47] Its most commonly used

formulation components are ionizable lipids, phospholipids, choles-

terol and lipid-anchored polyethylene glycol (PEG), each conferring

specific properties.[47] LNPs with novel ionizable lipids and lipid-like

materialsmaintain aneutral ormildly cationic surface charge at physio-

logical pH. This property impacts specificity and fluidity at once, reduc-

ing lipid–protein non-specific interactions while facilitating cytosolic

RNAoligonucleotide discharge.[48] Phospholipids in turn are structural

to theLNPs, supporting the formationanddisruptionof the lipidbilayer

to facilitate endosomal fusion. Cholesterol serves as a stabilizer and

supports transfection of cells. Finally, surface PEG serves as a barrier,

stabilizing the LNP sterically and reducing nonspecific protein binding.

PEG in the LNP coating is suspected to have led to reactogenic seque-

lae and anaphylaxis in some individuals.[35,49].

Replication-incompetent adenoviral vectors have been under inves-

tigation as aplatform to carry a variety of transgenes, andexpress them

as a basis for vaccine development.[50] A replication-incompetent ade-

noviral vector based on human adenovirus type 26 (Ad26) is the basis

of theChAdOx1,Ad26.COV2.S, andGam-COVID-Vac vaccines. Little is

knownabout themechanismsof immunity to the vector.However, neu-

tralizing antibodies and cellular responses are induced after Ad26 vec-

tor administration to humans and non-human species. Vector specific

neutralizing antibodies can specifically inhibit vector entry. A strategy

to avoid reactogenicity is to construct vaccines with initial and booster

immunizations in different adenovirus vectors (e.g., rAd26 followed by

rAd5) tominimize cross reactivity. This approach has been successfully

implemented for theGam-COVID-Vac vaccine.[13] Individualswill have

heterogeneous levels of reactogenicity to the vector depending on

prior adenovirus exposure and recipient immunogenetics.[39] In con-

trast to the RNA and adenovirus technologies, conventional protein

and adjuvant formulations under development have evidenced mini-

mal reactogenicity. There may be advantages to strategies not involv-

ing genetic programming of recipient cells, relying only on immune

response to exogenous antigens.[51]

There is precedent for variability in immune responses to exoge-

nous chemicals manifested as cutaneous adverse drug reactions

(CADR). This immunogenetic link is best exemplified by the association

betweennecrolyzing hypersensitivity to anticonvulsant drugs andHLA

antigens.[52] Carbamazepine-associated hypersensitivity can occur in

up to 10% of patients with dermal reactions, and may also involve

the eye. Stevens–Johnson syndrome (SJS), toxic epidermal necroly-

sis (TEN), maculopapular exanthema (MPE), and drug reaction with

eosinophilia and systemic symptoms (DRESS) are serious adverse reac-

tions, even potentially life threatening. The mechanism may be a reac-

tion of CD8 or CD14 T cells, which produces tissue injury.[53]

CADR are associated with specific HLA alleles. HLA-B*15:02 is

strongly associated with carbamazepine-induced SJS/TEN in South-

east Asian populations where the allele is most prevalent. The FDA has

established a black box warning on the carbamazepine label advising

on testing for HLA-B*15:02 for Asian patients prior to initiating ther-

apy, and advises against using the drug in carriers for HLA-B*15:02

unless benefit outweighs risk. HLA-based dosing guidelines for carba-

mazepine have been published by various consortia.[54] HLA-B*15:02

is also associated with phenytoin adverse reactions and increased

risks of SJS and TEN.[42,52,53] HLA-A*31:01 may also be a risk fac-

tor for SJS/TEN but more strongly associated with DRESS and MPE.

HLA-A*31:01 is found in most populations, worldwide. HLA-B*15:11

is another allele that has been linked with SJS/TEN. As a counter-

part, HLA-B*0702 has been associated as a protective marker to

SJS.[42]

LONGER-TERM EFFECTS

The COVID-19 vaccines have been launched with a median obser-

vation time of 3 months and it is expected that observation of

seroconversion will be longer lasting through the end of 2021. These

seroconversion studies will unveil whether periodic “boosters shots”

are required and shed some light on some clinical endpoints regarding
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disease protection and reduction of infectiousness. These seropreva-

lence studies will constitute fertile ground for population genetics

research as well during this period with global vaccination efforts to

diverse populations.

Immunogenetics, ancestry, and other ethnicity-specific factors need

to be taken seriously into account in the acceptability of foreign clin-

ical data by regulatory agencies, given the substantial amount of crit-

ical information collected from volunteers who participated in these

clinical trials of COVID-19 vaccines globally and its international

development perspective.[55] The inter-ethnic differences in treat-

ment responses arewell knownandhave been reviewedpreviously.[56]

The response to COVID-19 mRNA vaccine in immunologically dys-

regulated individualswill require closemonitoring and study.With vac-

cines to influenza and Hepatis B viruses, cross-reactions have been

observed between vaccine and self, leading to auto-immune neurolog-

ical sequelae (e.g., Guillain-Barré syndrome, demyelination). Potential

cross-reactive interactions and molecular mimicry between the spike

protein of SARS-CoV-2 and autoimmune target proteins have been

demonstrated.[57]

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

This article has attempted to encompass the range of possible genetic

polymorphism that could underlie immune response to vaccines. Pub-

lic health policy on vaccinations may commonly incorporate individ-

ual characteristics of age and disease comorbidity, but rarely includes

genetic polymorphisms, an addressable problem. This human genomic

diversity could pinpoint individuals best served by nuanced or strat-

ified recommendations, a paradigm of personalized health. The cur-

rent COVID-19 pandemic represents an opportunity for personalized

health.

The acute nature of allergic reactions to vaccination is reminiscent

of the time course of adverse drug reaction mediated by the immune

system.Chemical features ofmodifiedRNAor lipid coatingmaybe trig-

gering these hypersensitivity reactions. Here, HLA antigens could be

examined first, as these have traceable ethnogeography frequencies.

There are also reactogenic features of the vaccination that would be

amenable to genetic analysis. The most common side effects (fatigue,

chills,myalgia, arthralgia, fever) are stronger after the seconddose, and

were felt by one-third to two-thirds of recipients in clinical trials. The

variable reactions constitute an early sign the vaccines are prompting

a variable immune response.

At a point when antibody titers have declined yet disease resistance

prevails it would be appropriate to assess the function of memory B-

cells andmemory T-cells that might retain information about the coro-

navirus for years or even decades. This will be a far more difficult task

spanning the corresponding longer time interval of observation. Cer-

tainly, the realization that booster vaccinations may be necessary if

antibody and immune protection wane would only elevate the rele-

vance of the findings during that first-year post-vaccination. It is crit-

ical that vaccination efforts encompass parallel biobanking of recipi-

ent genomicDNAand serum immunoprofiling. Thewonder of thenovel

COVID-19 vaccines could also elicit a new era of research and applica-

tion of immunogenetics and personalized health.
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